Maximum Likelihood Estimation of a Unimodal Density Function
Edward J. Wegman 1. Introduction. Robertson [4] has described a maximum likelihood estimate of a unimodal density when the mode is known. This estimate is represented as a conditional expectation given a a-lattice. Discussions of such conditional expectations are given by Brunk [1] and [2] . which are measurable with respect to L. Brunk [1] shows the following definition of conditional ecpecfBtion with restect to L is suitable.
Definition. If f E L 2by definition if f is measurable with respect to L(M). It is not difficult
to see that this is equivalent to f nondecreasing at x < M and f nonincreasing at x > M. If f is unimodal at every point of an interval, I, then we call I the modal interval of f and we shall write L(I) for the lattice of intervals containing I. Clearly, f has modal interval I if and only if f is measurable with respect to L(I). The center of I will be called the center mode.
Robertson's estimate of the unimodal density is maximum likelihood where the mode is known. The present solution is a maximum likelihood estimate when the mode is unknown. A peculiar characteristic of Robertson's estimate (and also a related estimate found in Wegman [5] ) is a "peaking" near the mode. 
I
This is Robertson's maximum likelihood estimate with mode known to be 2. To eliminate the peaking, at least partially, we shall require our estimate to have a modal interval of length E, where E is some fixed positive number.
This also will have the effect of uniformly bounding the estimate for all sample sizes by 1 E Figure 2 is the estimate as described in this paper. The modal interval extends from .493 to .518. In this estimate, .493 is an observation. Table 1 is the tabulation of the density drawn in Figure 1 . Table 2 is the tabulation for Figure 2 . The reader should be warned that these computations were carried out on a computer and rounded. Thus, in the case of Figure 2 , [4] shows that the maximum likelihood estimate is given bỹ 
. (A similar argument holds for Let R' = R+1: n and L' = L+1: n . Define
We may assume~(y ) nm r(n) and that~n m
Combining Before closing this section, we note the following lemma that
The maximum likelihood estimate~which is measurable nm with respect to before. 
Since both terms on the right-hand side are positive, we have
a,y j+1
Rewriting
The last term on the left-hand side is nonpositive by (
n From this, we have Notice ff 2 dA < 00 is a condition necessary to the definition of the con-K = ditional expectations. We shall need to require this condition in the remainder of this paper. We also will require continuity of f . It is not difficult to see that continuity together with unimodality of the density f implies
The main theorem of this section is an analogue of Theorem 3.1 in [5] . (R -
Hence it remains that and fA (f -f*)dA :
for every Borel Function 8 such that
We may assume A is a closed interval,
If a'~hI < R, we have f -f*~0 on (hI' R), so that
If a~b l < a' , f -f* :::: 0 on (b l , a'). Using this
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), for a~hI < a' (3.5) Finally if b l < a ,
Combining (3.1) with either (3.2), (3.5), or (3.6) we have,
Now let 8 be any Borel function for which 8(0) O. Then where F is the distribution corresponding to density f and F is the n empirical distribution based on a sample of size n from F. It is well known that this set has probability one. In addition, for points in~'
1.
The largest observation less than and the smallest observation greater than a number converge to that number.
2.
Corresponding to every pair of numbers, r l 
we use methods quite analogous to those found in Robertson [4] or Wegman [5] .
Let us turn our attention to L < yo < R.
eventually.
For sufficiently large be any positive number.
For sufficiently large
, so that for sufficiently large n,
If n* is the number of observations in [L -n, R + n], it is not difficult to see
Let us write F (x-) for lim t F (y). Then we may rewrite the above inequality n y x n as for simplicity, and a positive constant, n such that Yi(n) :$ L -n. For the moment,~nm will mean the subsequence corresponding to Yi(n). n is constant on T t eventually,
where is the subsequence corresponding to By Fatou's lemma,
We have just seen 
E(fIL([L, R]) and
Proof: The real line may be divided into three regions, corresponding to the three different characterizations of f. Let m 
and since
The latter quantity is the Ku11back-Leib1er information number and is non- Let Yi be the smallest observation greater than to for which~has a n * jump and let Y i * be the smallest observation greater than to for which f n has a jump. Without loss of generality, we may assume Yi*~y .
• Let Y j * be But is a jump point in~,
Hence, for sufficiently large n,
U < y. m If E = 0, the same method yields a maximum likelihood estimate. The lack of a uniform bound causes the consistency arguments described in this paper to fail. Hence the asymptotic behavior of this sort of estimate is unknown.
The analogue for
Wegman [5] describes a consistency argument for a related continuous is not difficult.
n estimate.
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